In this contribution we report on the calculation of the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections to the hadro-production of heavy neutral Higgs bosons and their decay into top-quark pairs within the type-II two-Higgs-doublet extension of the standard model (SM). We take into account the contributions from resonant Higgs boson production, the non-resonant SM tt background as well as the interference of these two contributions. The NLO corrections to the signal and interference contributions are calculated by applying the heavy top-quark mass (m t ) limit including an effective rescaling. In our NLO calculation the QCD-Higgs interference is evaluated in the resonance region that provides the dominant part of the heavy Higgs-boson contributions. Evaluating representative CP-conserving and CP-violating parameter scenarios within the twoHiggs-doublet model (2HDM) we present results for different distributions and, in addition, for observables that depend on the top-quark spin.
Introduction
Now that the standard-model like Higgs boson has been experimentally [1, 2] established at the LHC, the ongoing and future investigation of the scalar sector-including the search for additional spin-zero bosons-remains one of the central research goals at the LHC. In this work, we investigate additional heavy Higgs bosons φ with masses m φ > 2m t and unsuppressed couplings to top quarks. Thus these heavy Higgs bosons can appear as resonances in the tt decay channel. So far dedicated searches by ATLAS [3, 4] and CMS [5, 6] do not show any excess above the SM tt continuum. However, until now the experimental analysis suffered from the limited statistics of Run I and the fact that only leading-order (LO) predictions for this process were available. Only very recently QCD NLO corrections have been calculated [7, 8] .
Here we report on the results of the computation of NLO QCD corrections to heavy Higgs boson production and decay to top quarks presenting inclusive as well as differential cross sections at a center of mass energy √ s = 13TeV at the LHC. In addition, we study tt spin correlations. Our NLO calculation takes the following contributions into account: the resonant production of heavy Higgs bosons and their decay into tt, the SM non-resonant contribution to tt production and the interference of these two processes. We apply the heavy top-quark mass limit to the calculation of the NLO QCD corrections while at LO we keep the full m t dependence. An additional rescaling is used to improve the prediction of this approximation. The calculation of the QCD-Higgs interference is restricted to the resonant region which gives the dominant heavy Higgs-boson contribution. Details of the calculation as well as analytical results are presented in [7] . Our approach can be applied to a broader spectrum of new physics models featuring heavy spin-zero bosons that couple to tt. However, we choose a specific model to account for the decay width of the heavy Higgs bosons in a consistent fashion because the effects of heavy Higgs bosons on tt production depend on the bosons' decay width. As a specific model, we chose the UV-complete type-II 2HDM with no tree-level flavor-changing neutral currents.
Two-Higgs-doublet model scenarios
We study the type-II 2HDM within the so-called alignment limit, i.e. the lightest of the three neutral Higgs bosons is identified with the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson with SM-like couplings. Furthermore, we set the masses m 2,3 of the other two heavy neutral Higgs bosons to m 2,3 > 2m t . In the next section, we present the results of four type-II 2HDM parameter scenarios where the Higgs bosons have the same or slightly enhanced top-quark Yukawa coupling strengths compared to the SM strength m t / . Scenarios 1, 2 and 4 are CP-conserving while scenario 3 is CP-violating. While in scenario 1 the two heavy Higgs bosons have similar masses, scenarios 2-4 feature wellseparated Higgs boson masses. A summary of all input parameters as well as the Yukawa couplings and decay widths for the four scenarios is shown in Tab. 1. For the definition of the parameters and further details on scenarios 1-3 we refer to [7] . Details of the 2HDM in general and type-II in particular can be found in the literature, e.g. [9] .
Results
In this section we present results for the NLO QCD corrections to heavy Higgs production and decay to tt within the type-II 2HDM using the two approximations (heavy-top limit and restriction to resonance region) mentioned in the introduction. Spin independent observables: We calculated, for scenarios 1-3, a number of observables that do not depend on the top-quark spin. The inclusive tt cross section is shown in Tab. 2. The central value of the renormalization and factorization scales is denoted by µ 0 = (m 2 + m 3 )/4. The scales are changed simultaneously by a factor of 2 and 1/2, respectively. The resulting change in the total cross section is indicated in this table by the superscripts and subscripts. σ QCDW is the tt cross section due to QCD and weak interaction at NLO and σ 2HDM denotes the contributions from resonant heavy Higgs production and decay to tt and the interference with the non-resonant SM tt production at NLO QCD. Table 2 shows that the ratio of the 2HDM and the SM contribution is only about 1-2%. A higher sensitivity can be achieved by studying differential cross sections.
In Fig. 1 we present results for the top quark pair invariant mass M tt distribution for scenarios 1-3 at NLO QCD. In the upper plots, the SM contribution and the SM+2HDM contribution including the interference is shown in black and red, respectively. The blue shaded area indicates the uncertainty due to renormalization and factorization scale variations. In the lower plots, the signal-to-background ratio at LO (NLO) is displayed in green (red). The lower-lying Higgs resonance leads to a peak-dip structure in the M tt distribution that is caused by the interference of signal and background. In the inclusive tt cross section the peak and dip partly cancel. As a result the effects of the additional Higgs bosons are significantly reduced as the numbers of Tab. 2 show. For avoiding this cancellation we applied cuts on M tt to restrict the observables to a regime below and above the resonance. This is indicated by the hatched region in the ratio plots in Fig. 1 . We investigated, with these M tt bins, the differential cross section with respect to the top-quark rapidity, the top-quark transverse momentum and the cosine of the Collins-Soper angle cos θ CS . Among these observables the Collins-Soper angle is the most sensitive one. We show the result in Fig. 1 only for scenario 1 where the effects are largest due to the overlapping resonances. The maximum signal-to-background (S/B) ratios in the M tt distribution and Collins-Soper angle distribution in the lower M tt bin are of similar size ( 6%). But in the case of the M tt distribution one needs a small bin size to reach this sensitivity. Considering the inclusive cross section in the range 390GeV ≤ M tt ≤ 540GeV one obtains a reduced value for S/B of ∼ 4%. This also shows that measurements of the M tt distribution with a large bin size tend to wash out the effects of additional heavy Higgs bosons in tt production. Spin correlations: We investigated also the polarization of the top quark and tt spin correlations for several type-II 2HDM scenarios. Here, we present only the results for tt spin correlations in scenario 4 and refer for a detailed account of spin dependent observables to a future publication [10] . We calculated four spin correlation observables C kk ≡ C hel , C nn , C rr and D = −(C hel + C nn + C rr )/3 within appropriate M tt bins in order to enhance the signal. These spin correlations are equivalent to angular correlations between the leptonic decay products of the top quark:
where O = σ −1 dσO denotes the expectation value of the observable O andx = {k,n,r}. Herek is the direction of flight of the top quark in the tt zero-momentum frame,ˆ ∓ is the direction of flight of the lepton − (anti-lepton + ) in the anti-top (top) rest frame. The vectorsn andr are defined aŝ
andp is the direction of flight of the incoming proton in the laboratory frame.
In Fig. 2 we display the LO and NLO QCD results for the four different spin correlations in scenario 4 for 2m t ≤ M tt ≤ 400GeV. The upper plot shows the values of the spin correlations at LO and NLO for the SM contribution and the combined SM and 2HDM contributions. The darker parts of the bars in the upper plot indicate the uncertainties due to renormalization and factorization scale variations. In the lower plot the corresponding ratios between the 2HDM contributions and the SM contributions are shown. The error bars indicate the change due to scale variations. It seems that the NLO results show a stronger dependence on the renormalization and factorization scales than the LO even though one would expect the opposite behavior. At LO the renormalization scale dependence cancels in the ratio. As a consequence the variation of µ 0 does not give a reliable estimate of the uncertainty of the LO result. However, the NLO corrections affect the ratios only slightly and increase their absolute values by a few percent. The largest effect of heavy Higgs bosons in tt production can be seen in C rr , which shows a deviation of ∼ 15% from its SM value. This is to be compared with the signal-to-background ratio of ∼ 4% for the cross section in the same M tt bin. It clearly shows that spin dependent observables such as spin correlations significantly increase the sensitivity to heavy Higgs bosons. 
Conclusion
We calculated, within the type-II 2HDM extension of the SM, the NLO QCD corrections to the resonant production of heavy Higgs bosons and their decay into top-quark pairs at the LHC, taking into account the non-resonant SM tt continuum and its interference with the signal. We studied CP-conserving and CP-violating scenarios and investigated several observables. The interference contribution generates a peak-dip structure that leads to cancellations in inclusive observables. As a consequence the total cross sections for our 2HDM scenarios show only small signal-tobackground ratios of about 1-2%. Differential distributions in combination with cuts on M tt can give larger effects. In scenario 1 where the two resonances overlap we calculated a signal-tobackground ratio of up to 6% for the distributions of M tt and the Collins-Soper angle. While this is already an increase of S/B by a factor of three, less optimistic parameter scenarios call for a higher sensitivity. We showed that this can be achieved by studying tt spin correlations. As an example we presented the results for a type-II 2HDM scenario that contains two heavy Higgs bosons with masses of 400 GeV and 900 GeV and Yukawa couplings to top quarks of SM strength. Within this scenario the spin correlation C rr shows the largest signal-to-background ratio of about 15%. In comparison with the signal-to-background ratio of ∼ 4% of the total cross section evaluated in the same M tt bin as C rr this amounts to an increase of about a factor of four in sensitivity. In this analysis we have shown that the challenges of searching for heavy Higgs resonances in the tt decay channel can partly be overcome by a combination of top-spin independent and spin-dependent observables evaluated in suitable M tt windows.
